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Consider the Schr6dinger operator H= (A/2)+ q in a bounded C 1,~ domain D 
with q e K~ °c. (D, q) satisfies the condition: sup[spec((A/2) + q)lD] < 0. Let V and G 
denote the Green functions in D for H and L1/2, respectively. We prove that 
V(x, 
Y) -ETexpf~q(x, )dt ,  x, y~D, G(x, y) 
where (xr) is the conditioned Brownian motion starting at x and ending at y with 
the life time T, and V/G can be extended to a continuous and positive function on 
D x D. Specifically, we give the comparison theorem: There exists a constant C = 
C(D, q) > 0 such that 
1G(x,y)<~V(x,y)<~CG(x,y), x, yED. 
Another result is that (8 V/Sn:)(x, z), x ~ D, z ~ OD exists and represents he Poisson 
kernel for the Dirichlet problem corresponding to Schr6dinger operator H. © 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded Cl'l-domain in R d (d>~ 3) and q be a Borel function 
in class t<loc by definition, q satisfies the condition: For each R > 0, 
I Iq(y)l lim sup - -~  2dy=O; 
• lO Ixl<~R y- -x l~ <ct lY 
(1) 
q may only be given on D, then we let q equal zero on Ra\D. 
We consider the Schr6dinger operator H=(A/2)+q, 
~=1 82/8X~, ' in the distribution sense. 
where A= 
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Let (xt: t > 0) be d-dimensional Brownian motion. 
Z D --~ inf(t > O: x t ~ D). 
We use the notation: 
fo eq(t) = exp q(x~) ds. (t > 0) 
According to [ 1 ] and [ 11 ], we have 
"Firstly, we need a theorem called by Chung the Gauge Theorem. It was first 
proved by Chung and Rao in 1979 for an arbitrary bounded domain when q is 
bounded. For qeK 1°°, see [1] and [11]." 
THEOREM A. The following conditions on (D, q) are equivalent o each 
other: 
(a) sup[spec((A/2)+q)lo] <0_ 
(b) EXeq(~) ~ oo in O. 
(c) supx~DEXeq(rD)< o0. 
(d) E~eq(~D) is continuous on D. 
(e) There exists a continuous function u on D such that 
~+q u(x) = 0, x~D 
and 0 < inf~ ~ D u(x) < supx ~ D u(x) < ~. 
Moreover, if (D, q) satisfies one of the conditions (a)-(e), then the boun- 
dary problem for Schr6dinger equation: 
~+q u(x) = 0, xeD,  
ulD=g, geC(OD) 
has the unique solution which can be expressed by the stopped Feynma~Kac 
functional: 
Ug(X)=E~[eq(zo) g(x( ra ) ) ]  , x6D. 
According to Doob [4],  for any z e 0D, we may define z-conditioned 
Brownian mot ion in D by the following transition probabil ity density: 
1 
P~(t, x, y) = K(x, z) Pa(t' x, y) K(y, z), t > O, x, y ~ D, 
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where K(x, z) is the Poisson kernel for Dirichlet problem and pD(t, X, y) is 
the transition probability density of Brownian motion killed outside D (see 
[6]). 
By the solution representation for the Schr6dinger equation and the 
definition of z-conditioned Brownian motion, it is easy to obtain the 
following property. (see [5] or [12]) 
PROPOSITION B. The solution of the above boundary problem has an 
integral representation with kernel Kq(x, z): 
Kq(x, z) = [E~eq(ZD)] K(x, z), x ~ D, z E OD, 
where E5 denotes the expectation determined by z-conditioned Brownian 
motion starting at x. 
Throughout his paper, we assume that (D, q) satisfies one of the con- 
ditions (a)-(e) in Theorem A. 
As usual, a symmetric function V(x, y) is called the Green function in D 
for operator H, if for each y ~ D, V(-, y) is the solution of the following 
problem: 
lim u(x) = O. 
X---~ OD 
x~D 
Throughout this paper, V and G denote the Green functions in D for H 
and A/2, respectively. The existence of V is given in Section 3. 
In Section 2, we give some new properties of the "old" Green function G 
including the lower bound inequality: 
G(x, y) > 
C 
if Ix-yl<~max(6(x)/2, 6(y)/2), 
ix_y l  a 2 
~(x) ~(y) 
C [x_yld if I x -y l  >max(6(x)/2, 6(y)/2), 
where C is a positive constant and 6(x)= d(x, OD). 
These results of classical type may be of independent interest. 
In Section 3, we give Green function V as the resolvent kernel of the 
local Feynman-Kac semigroup. Some upper bound inequalities for V are 
also given as those for G in [9]. 
In Section 4, we give the fundamental inequality and lemma, which is the 
key point for proving the main results, and the fundamental identity con- 
necting the two Green functions V and G. 
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In Section 5, we introduce the concept of the conditioned Brownian 
motion (x,) starting at x and ending at y, for any x, y E D, x 4: y, and give 
the simple relationship between this kind of conditioned Brownian motion 
and the Green functions: 
V(x, y) fo G , - Ey exp q(xt) dt, x, y E D, 
where T is the life time of y-conditioned Brownian motion. 
By using this expression, we prove the following comparison theorem, 
the main result in this paper: 
There exists a positive constant C = C(D, q) such that 
1 
~G(x, y )~ V(x, y)<~ CG(x, y), x, yED. 
In Section 6, we prove that the function V/G can be extended to a 
positive and continuous function on D × D and the conditioned Feynman- 
Kac gauge E~eq(TD) , x~D,  2EOD, defined before (see [5, 11, 12]) is just its 
limit function_ So this result implies some properties of E~eu(zD) about its 
boundedness and continuity the author obtained before. (see [12, 13]) 
Another corollary of the above result is that (8 V/Snz)(x, z), x ~ D, z ~ 8D, 
exists and represents the Poisson kernel for the Dirichlet problem 
corresponding to the Schr6dinger operator H. 
2. GREEN FUNCTION IN D FOR A/2 
Since D is a bounded cl' l-domain, it is known that there exist positive 
constants Co and ro only depending on D such that for any z, w ~ 8D, 
[nz-nw[ <~ Co [z -  w[ and for any z E OD, 0 < r <~ ro, there exist two balls By 
and B~ of radius r such that By c D, B~ c Rd\D and {z} = 8B~ c~ 8B~. 
LEMMA 1. For any z, w ~ 8D, z ~ w, the limit 
G(x, y) 
lim (6(x)=d(x, OD)) 
~,  6(x) ~(y) 
y~w 
exists (=(~2G/Onz 8nw)(z, w)) and forms a positive and continuous function 
on ((z, w)~SDx SD, z # w). 
Proof For any fixed 0<~<d(D) ,  (the diameter of D) set r= 
rain(to,6/8). For any z,w~SD, I z - -w l>a,  when ]x -z [<r /2  and 
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]y-w] <r/2, let z* and w* be the points on aD such that ]x-z*d =6(x)  
and ly -w* l  = a(y). 
Set 
BI* = B(a, r), B~* = B(b, r), 
B~ = B(ao, r), B~ = B(bo, r). 
Noting the harmonic property of G in certain subdomains and using the 
Poisson formula, we have 
ra-2 ;o r2-]x-al2G(u'  Y)r~(du) G(x, 
Y)=~Od_,(r) BI~,,) I x -u l  ~ 
r2d-- 4 Jo~B(a r)× c~B(b r) (r2 -- IX -- al 2)(r2 -- l y - bl 2) 
O)~l  (r) , , I x - -u ld ly - -v l  ~ 
x G(u, v) a(du) a(dv). 
Here and below, a is the area measure on a (d -1 ) -d imens iona l  surface 
and con(r ) is the area of the n-dimensional sphere of radius r (n ~> 1). Thus, 
G(x, y) r2a-4 C (r + Ix-al)(r + I T -h i )  
6(x) a(y) [C0d_,(r)] B(O.r)×OB(O.r) 
x G(u + a, v + b) a(du) a(dv) (2) 
On 0B(0, r), we set up the spherical coordinate systems with principal 
axes az* and bw*, respectively. Then for any u = u(r, ~#1,..., ~od_ l) and v = 
v(r, 01,..., Oa j), we have 
]u-x+al2=r2+ [ r -a (x ) ]2 -2r [ r -a (x ) ]  cos cp 1 
= 2r(1 - cos ~0,)1-r- 6(x)]  + 6(x) 2 
>2r2(sin 
k 2] 
Similarly, 
By I-9, Theorem]  
such that 
]v- y + bl2 >/ 2r2 (sin ~-~) 2. 
or Theorem 3, there exists a constant C = C(D) > 0 
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6(u + a) 6(v + b) 
G(u+a,v+b)<~ C 
[(u + a) - (v + b)l a 
<~ C(6/ot) a d(u + a, OB~*) d(v + b, OB~*) 
-- C(6/~t)a[ (4r 2 + r 2 - 4r 2 cos q)l) 1/2 - r ]  
x [ (4r  2 + r 2 - 4r 2 cos 01) 1/2 - r ]  
= C(6/ot)a[(5 - 4 cos ~o I )i/2 _ 1 ] [(5 - 4 cos 01) I/2 - 1 ] r 2 
<<. 16C(6/c0a(1 - cos  ~pl)(1 -cos  01) r 2 
= 64Cr2(6/~) a sin sin . 
Thus, 
(r + Ix--al)(r  + [y -b l )  
r2 -_7+ aTai7 - ;+-~a(u+a,~+b)  
4r 2 x 64Cr2(6/~) a sin((o j2 )  2 s in (0 j2 )  2 
2ar2a sin( cp l/2 )a sin( O j2  )a 
256C(3/c0a r 2d+4 
sin(cpl/2)a 2 sin(O1/2)a-2- 
Since 
fo a[du(r, q)l,..., ~oj_ l ) ]  a[cIv(r, 01,..., Od_ 1)] 
Bm.rl × a~lO,r) sin(rp 1/2 )a -  2 sin(Oj2)a 2 
=( sin qox ~d--2 
( s in01 ,]a 2 
× \sin(O,--]~/ de1 do, < +oo, 
by the dominate  convergence theorem,  we may take the l imit  under  the 
integral  sign in (2). 
When x --+ z, y ~ w, 
la - aol = [(z* + rn~.) - (z + rn~)[ 
~< Iz* - z [  +rCo [ z* -z l  ~< (1 +rCo)(lz* -x l  -4- Ix-z l )  
~<2(1 + rCo) Ix -  zl -+ 0. 
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Similarly, 
[b-bo[--.0. 
Thus, 
G(x, 3') 
lim 
x~ 6(x) 6(y) 
y~ tv 
4 fo G(u + ao, v + bo) a(dv) 
--(/)d 1(1) 2 B(O,r) xOB(O,r) lu -z  +aolalv-w+bol #a(du) 
>0. 
Since this limit is independent of the way of approaching of (x, y) to 
(z, w), it is just (O2G/Onz Onw)(Z, w). Also by the dominate convergence 
theorem, it is continuous on ((z, w) e ~?D x c?D, Jz -  wl > ~). | 
LEMMA 2. For any x o ~ D, z ~ OD, the limit 
a(x, y) 
lira - -  
x~xo 6(y) 
exists (=(OG/Onz)(Xo, z) ) and forms a positive and continuous .function on 
D x ~?D. 
Proof Lemma 2 follows by similar and simpler arguments as those in 
the proof of Lemma 1. Essentially, it is a corollary of Schauder theorem 
(see [7])_ | 
LEMMA 3. For any ball B c R ~ with radius r, 
( lu-~l" )-1 
GB(u, v) > (ca/2) \as(u) aB(v) + lu- vl a 2 u, veB,  (3) 
where G~ is the Green function in B, 6s( ' )=d(- ,  OB) and Ca= (2re) -a/2 
F(d/2 - 1 ). 
Proof We may assume B = B(0, r), r > 0. Set 
r 2 
m(u,v)=]uj ]u*--v]/r, u*=~-~u.  
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( 1 1 ) 
GB(U, v)=ca lu_v la_  2 m(u,--v)a_ 2 
m(u,v) - Iu-v l  
>1 ca lu-  vl a-2 m(u, v) 
m(u, v) 2 -  l u -v l  ~ 
>1 (ca~2) lu-  vl a -2  m(u, V) 2 
l u_v l  ~ ) -1  
=(c J2 )  .m(u ,v -~]u_v l= k lu -v l  a ~ 
We put u = (b, 0,..., 0), v = (Yl, Y2,.--, Ya)- Then, 
[ / , r  2 ~2 ] 
re(u, v) 2 - lu  - vl 2 = (b2/r 2) k~,~-  Yl) + Y~ +"  + y2 
- [ (b -  y l )  ~ + y~ + .-. + y~]  
= (r 2 --lul2)(r 2 - Ivl=)/r 2 >1 ,SB(u) ,SB(v). 
(4) 
(5) 
Combining inequalities (4) and (5), we obtain (3). | 
THEOREM 1. There exists a positive constant C= C(D) such that for any 
x, yeD,  
G(x, y)/> 
ix_y]a 2 /f I x -y l~max , 
c 6(x) 6(y) 
Proof If Ix-yl<~6(x)/2, take B=B(x , f (x ) ) ,  then yeBcD.  Let GB 
denote the Green function in B. 
1 
G(x, y)>GB(x, y)=ce lx_yla_2 
>~ca(l_2 d+2) 
[6 (X~] d-2 ) 
IX--yl a-2" 
If I x -  Yl <~ 6(y)/2, the proof is same. 
In the case that Ix -  Yl > max(6(x)/2, 6(y)/2), if there is no such a con- 
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stant, there must be a sequence {(x., y . )} =D x D such that Ix . -y . [  > 
max(f (x . ) /2 ,  6(y.)/2), n ~> 1 and 
lim G(x,, y,) [x _ y,la=O. 
By taking subsequence, we may assume (x,,  y , )  ~ (z, w) E D x D (n ~ oo). 
If z C w, z, weD,  then 
lim G(x~,y~) iX_ynl~_ G(z,w) Iz_wld>o" 
. . . .  6(x,,) 6(y.) 6(z) 6(w) 
If z # w, z, w e 3D, then by Lemma 1, 
lim G(x., yn) Ix,,-Y.l a:aa2"~ (z, w)[z-w[~>0. 
. ~ ~ 6(x . )  6 (y . )  Onz On., 
If z # w, z E D and w E OD, then by Lemma 2, 
OG G(x., y.) ix._y,,id=cS(z) 10nw lim ~(x.) 6(y~) 
n --+ oo  
(z, w)[z-wl~>0. 
To deal with the case z = w (x . -  y .  ~ 0), we want to prove that there 
exists a constant C > 0 such that for any point x and y in D satisfying 
max(6(x),  6(y)) <~ 2 Ix -  Yr and I x -y l  ?'o 
10(1 + roCo)' 
the inequality 
G(x, y )~C 6(x) 6(y) 
i x_y ld  (6) 
holds_ This fact leads to the final contradiction. 
For any fixed such points x and y, let x* and y* be the points on 0D 
such that Ix -x* l  = 6(x) and lY - Y*I = 6(y). 
Set r = to, Bx = BT* = B(ox, r), By = B{* = B(oy, r). Thus, 
I x* -y* [  ~< Ix -y ]  +6(x)+6(y)<~5 I x -y l .  
I o~-  %1 ~ Ix*- Y*I + r In~. -ny . I  <. (1 + roCo) Ix*- Y*I 
~< 5(1 + roCo) Ix- yl <~ r/2. 
Set up a spherical coordinate system (p, ~0j,..., ¢Pd 1) with origin o x and 
principal axis oxy (see Fig. 1). 
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1 
FIGURE 1 
Set 
Thus, 
0 = (/91 coordinate of point oy, 
~=max(~01: (r, q~a,..., ~0a 1)E/~y), 
S = ((r ,  q)l ,-,-, @d-  1) C aBx: 0 ~< (/11 ~ ~/2), 
Kax = Poisson kernel of Bx, 
L=ly--ox],  J=ly--oy], ]3=cos(0+cz), ~/=cos0. 
From some geometric onsiderations, we have 
Set 
I ox -  Oyl = 2r cos(0 + ~), 
ly-Oyl 2= [Y-Ox12+ Io.~- o , [=-  2 ly -ox l  [Ox- oy[ cos 0. 
L 2 - 4r]3qL + (4r2132 --  j2 )  = 0, 
L = 2rflo + (4r2132r/2 - 4r2132 + j2)1 /2  
(jz _ r 2) + 4r213(r/_ ]3) 
L - r -  (r -- 2rflr/) + (4r2f12r/2 -- 4r2132 + j2)1/2" 
h = 16r cos(0 + ~) sin(~/2) sin(0 + ~/2). 
There are three kinds of situations: 
(7) 
(8) 
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Case 1. y ~ B~. 
Then L>~r. By equality (8), 
r 2 _ j2 ~ 4r2f101 _ fl) = 8r 2 cos(0 + ~) sin(~/2) sin(0 + ~/2) 
= rh/2, 
6(y) = r - J <~ (r 2 - J2)/r <~ h. 
Noting f l= ]ox-Oyl/2r<~ 1/4 and using (8), we have 
4~fl(~_~fl) .G< 8r fl ( r I - fl ) = h. I/; rl 
Case 2. y~B,  and 6(y)<~h. 
Then 
[L - r[ = 6a.y(y) <~ c~(y) <~ h. 
So in both Cases 1 and 2, inequalities 
6(y)~h, 
[L - r j  <~h 
(9) 
(lO) 
hold. 
Since G(., y) is superharmonic on Bx, we have 
G(x, y) > . - -  
>.__  
1 
fa KB,(x, u) G(u, y) cr(du) 
09d_l(r) B~ 
1 
fs KB~(x, u) Gin(u, y) a(du). 
1(r) (d) d 
Then by the Poisson formula and Lemma 3, we have 
cara-Z(r z -  Ix-- ox[ 2) ( 1 
G(x, Y )~ 2coa_ l(r) Js Ix-u l  ~ 
×(. lu -Y ld  +]u--  y[ a-2 ~r(du). 
\6.y(u) 6.y(y) 
r 2 - fx -  o~12 >~ r ( r -  I x -  ox[ ) = rfi(x). 
(11) 
(12) 
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Ix-uL ~ Ix -y l  + ly-u[  ~ Ix -  yl + ly -x* l  
(13) 
~<2 Ix -y [  + I x -  x*l 4<.4 Ix -  yl. 
Let 0. denote the angle between oxu and OxOy_ Then 
0 u ~ 0 -~ (p I(U) ~ 0 -~- 7/2, 
]u- Oy] 2= r 2 + Iox- oyl 2 -2r  1o2- oy] cos O. 
~< r2 + 4r 2 cos(O+ ~)2 _ 4r 2 cos(O + 7) cos(O+ 7/2), 
r 2 - lu - oy] 2 i> 4r 2 cos(O+ 7)[cos(O + 7/2) -cos(O + 7)3 
= 8r 2 cos(O+ 7) sin(7/4) sin(O+ 37/4) 
(sin(7/4)) 
>~ 8r 2 cos(0 + ~) sin(~/2) \ ~ j  sin(0 + 7/2) 
(sin(c~/4) >. 1/~), 
6B,(y )= d(y, OD) = 6(y), (14) 
6~y(u)=r-lu-oyl>(r2-lu-oyl=)/2r>~(1/4~)h, (15) 
]u -y [  2= [y--ox12+r2--2 [y-ox[ rcos ~ol(u ) 
=(L-r)2+2Lr[1-cosqol(U)]  (L ~2r) 
<~ h 2 + 4r2 [sin ~ol(u)] 2. (16) 
From (9)-(16), we have 
car a-16(x) f { 4 
G(x, y) >~ 2 x 4acna_ x(r) ix_ yla Js - ~  [h2 + 4r2 sin2 ~o~(u) ] a/2 
+ [h 2 + 4r2 sin 2 qo,(u)]a/2 1 ~(du) 
>~2cao~a_2(1). 6(x) 
x4%)a 1(1) Ix -y l  a 
r sin(~/2) [~4 ] 1 
x f '  (h 2 + 4u2) a/2 + (h 2 + 4u2) d/2-1 
Jo 
l.I d -  2 du 
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Card 2(1) ~(X) 
=2x4acoa 1(1) ' Ix -y [  a 
[(./h) ~i.(~/2, [4rch ] -1  
x h (lq-4v2)d/:q-(l+4v2) a/2-1 v a 2dr 
-o L6(y) 
cao2a_2(1) 6(x) 3(y) 
i> 
2 × 4aCOa_ l (1 ) Ix - -y l  a" 
~1/4 h F47zh(l_[_41)2)d/2~_(l_[_4v2)d/2_l]-lud_2dv 
Xoo ~La(y) 
CdCOd_2(I ) {f:/4 } ;i ~ [4g(l+4v2)d/2q_(1+4V2)a/2 1] i ra  2dr 
2x4~a_~(1)  
• 6(x) 6(y) 
i x_y l  a- (17) 
Case 3. yEB x and 6(y)>h_ 
Since L < r and (r - 2rfl~/) + (4r2 f l z r /2  - 4r2fl 2 + j2)1/2 ~ 2r, we have from 
(8) that 
(r 2 _ j2 )  _ 4r2fl(q _ fl) 
6B~(y)=r-- L>~ 
2r 
Thus, 
~> (1/2)[(r -- J) - 4rfl(q - fl)] 
= (1/2)[6(y) - (h/2)]. 
6(y) <<. 26n,(y) + h/2 <<. 26Bx(y ) + 6(y)/2, 
6(y) <~ 46B~(y ) 6(x) = 6Bx(x ). 
By Lemma 3, 
G(x, y) >~ GB~(x, y) >1 (ca/2) [ IxT-yla- ] 
LGx(x) 6Bx(y) F Ix -y l  ~-= 
]-, 
> (cd2) La(x) 6(y) ~- Ix-- yl a 2 
[41x-  yl a 4 Ix -  yl 2 
> (c./2) La(x) 6(y) ~ 6(x) 6(y) 
= (ca/16) 6(x) 6(y! 
I x - f l  a" 
The inequality (6) follows from (17) and (18). | 
I x -  yl a- 2] 1 
(18) 
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3. LOCAL FEYNMAN-KAC SEMIGROUP AND 
GREEN FUNCTION FOR SCHRODINGER OPERATOR 
Let (xt: t > 0) be the d-dimensional Brownian motion. 
z D = inf(t > O: x t ¢ D). 
We use the following notation: 
eq(t)=exp(I~ q(xs)ds), t>/O, 
Co(D) = (continuous functions ~0 on D: lirn q~(x) = 0), 
x~OD 
LP(D): (measurable functi°ns ~° °n D: fo Iq~(u)lP du < +oo ), p >~ 1. 
For each t > 0, we define 
F, cp(x)=EX[eq(t) ~P(Xt), t<ZD], q~sLI(D). 
It is called the local Feynman-Kac semigroup, which was treated in Chung 
and Rao [3] and Zhao [10] in the case that q is bounded. 
Now for q ~ K~ °c, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. (Ft: t>0)  forms a compact operator semigroup in both 
L2(D) and Co(D) with generator A/2 + q. For each t > O, there exists a non- 
negative, symmetric and continuous function f(t, -, • ) such that 
F, qo(x) = IDf(t, x, y) ~o(y) dy. 
Function f satisfies that for each t > 0, x E D, 
lim f(t,x, y)=0.  (19) 
y~D 
In the case that sup[spec(A/2+q)lD]<O, [ - (A/2+q)]  ~ has the 
integral kernel: 
V(x, y) = f(t, x, y) dt. 
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Function V is nonnegative, symmetric and continuous (at x ¢ y). It also 
satisfies that for each x ~ D, 
lim V(x, y) = 0. (20) 
y~OD 
Remark. We also call V the Green function in D for the Schr6dinger 
operator A/2 + q. For any q) eL°°(D), the function 
u(x) = fo V(x, y) ~o(y) dy 
is the continuous olution to the following problem: 
(A/2 + q) u = -¢p, 
ul0~=0. 
Proof This theorem is essentially known (see Simon [8]). For a boun- 
ded q, by Theorem 1 in [10], there exists such a function f satisfying 
f(t,  x, y) <~ eM'pD(t, X, y), t > O, X, y • D, (21) 
where M=supx~D Iq(x)l. Here and below, pD(t, X, y) denotes the trans- 
ition density for the killed Brownian motion outside D (see [6]). 
Since pD satisfies the property in (19), so does f by (21). Everything here 
can be dominated by the same bounds as in [8], hence we can use the 
same arguments to prove the properties from bounded q to general q e K~ °c 
and to prove (20) from (19). 
THEOREM 3. Green function V for A/2 + q satisfies the following estimate 
inequalities: 
C (i) v(x, y) <~ 
Ix_yl d-2, 
C6(x) 
(ii) V(x, y) <~ 
Ix_y l  d- l '  
6(x) 6(y) 
(iii) V(x, y) <<. C 
ix_y l  a , 
6(x) 1 
(iv) V(x, y)<~C6(y---- ~ ix_yld 2, x, y6D,  
where C is a positive constant depending on D and q. 
To prove this theorem, we need the following lemma, which is an 
analogy of Theorem 1 in [11 ] by the author. 
409/116/2-2 
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LEMMA 4. Let q • K~a °c with a bounded support. Then there exists a So > 0 
such that for any O<s<~so, a•R a, annuloid A=A(a ,s )=(u :s< 
[u -  al < 2s), we have 
sup E~elql(ZA) ~< 2. (22) 
x¢A 
zeaA 
Proof According to Theorem 1 in [9] or the proof of this theorem 
below, for any s > 0, A = A(a, s), we can prove Theorem 3 for GA(, ' ) with 
a constant C = C(d) only depending on the dimension d by noticing that in 
the case q = 0 we can prove Theorem 3 without Lemma 4 and in the proof 
of (ii) we can choose rx = s/2 and d(A)= 4s. We can also prove that for any 
A = A(a, s), there are constants C i = Ci(d) > 0, i = 1, 2 such that 
1 (~(X) KA(X, z) ~ C2 Sd 1 (~(x) Gist-Ix-zl ~<~ [x-zl"- 
By Lemma 1 in [12], there exist C i=Ci (d )>0,  i=1 ,2  such that these 
inequalities hold for A(0, 1). Then they hold for the general cases by the 
equality KA(a.s)(x, z) = K~(0,x)((x - a)/s, (z -- a)/s)_ Thus, (22) follows from 
these inequalities for KA and inequalities (iii), (iv) for GA by the same 
arguments of Theorem 1 in [ 11 ]. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Estimate (i) is the same assertion as 
Theorem B.7.2(2) in [8]. Since we only involve the upper bound and 
pD(t,x, y)<<,(2~t)-d/2exp( [x~tY'2), t>0,  x, yeD,  
every argument there works here. 
We prove (ii)-(iv) from (i) by using Lemma4 and the arguments in 
Report [9] by K-O Widman. 
(ii) Set rl = min(so, r0), where So is given in Lemma 4. If either 6(x) >>, rt 
or 6(x) < r 1 and qx-  y[ ~< 86(x), then (ii) follows from (i). 
If 6(x)<r~ and I x -y [  >86(x), then set r=min( [x -y [ /8 ,  r~) and con- 
sider the point Xo e 0D such that 6(x)= Ix-Xo[. 
Let B(x~, r)= B~ ° c Ra\~ and consider an annuloid domain 
Do=A(x l ,  r) = (u: r< ]u-x1[  <2r). 
Since x • Do and for any u • 0Do, 
Ix -  y[ ~ Ix -u l  + [u -  yl ~<4r+ I u -  y[ ~< (1/2) Ix -  y[ + [u -  yl, 
(23) 
lu -  Yl t> (1/2) ]x -y l .  
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By (i) and (23), we have 
C 1 
V(u ,y )~[u_y ld_2<~C2a-2 lx_y ld_  2, Vu6~Doc~D. (24) 
By (20) in Theorem 2, 
V(u, y) = O, Vu ~ OD. (25) 
Since D nDo is a bounded regular domain and V(-, y) is a continuous 
solution of the Schr6dinger equation in D c~ Do, 
(d/2 + q) u = O. 
So by Lemma 4, (22), (24), (25), and the Feynman-Kac expression of the 
solution of the Schr6dinger equation (see [-8 ]), we have for any v e D n Do, 
V(v, y)=E~[eq(ZD~Oo) V(X(rD~D0), y)] 
C2 d -  2 
<~ X d - -2  EV[-elql ( 'CDo) 1B(x l ,2 r ) (X( 'CDo) ) ]  _ - -  y 
C2 d 2 
- -  - - - . - - "~ ' - -2  [Ezelql(V "r f Do)] KDo( v, Z) a(dz) 
x-  y B(xt,2r) 
C2 a- 1 {" 
<~ --_.-7S7-2 J Koo(V, z) a(dz). (26) 
Ix - Yl B(x l ,2 r )  
The function 
u(v) = ~ KDo(V, z) a(dz), v ~ Do 
J OB(xl,2r) 
is a harmonic function on Do with the boundary condition: 
1, ve~3B(xl, 2r), 
bt(V) = 0, V E aB(x1 ,  r)_ 
Hence 
r -~+2-1v-x l l  d+2 
u(v)= r-a+2 (2r) a+2 , v~Do 
It is easy to check by calculus that 
IVu(v)l ~ C/r, VvED o. 
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Thus, 
8ca(~) 
if r= Ix--y]~8, 
C6(v) ix - y jd -1  
V(v, y) <~ r ~ <~ 
Ix -  yl d 2 Cd(D) 6(v) 
if r=q,  
rl I x -  yl a-1 
which gives the inequality (ii) with v = x. 
(iii) This inequality follows from (ii) in the same way as (ii) followed 
from (i). 
(iv) Since 6(y) <~ 6(x) + Ix -  Yl, by (i) and (ii), 
6(y) V(x, y) <~ a(x) V(x, y) -4- Ix - Yl V(x, y) 
~(x) 
~<C 
Ix_y[  ~-2" 
This gives inequality (iv). | 
4. FUNDAMENTAL INEQUALITY, LEMMA, AND IDENTITY 
THEOREM 4 (Fundamental inequality). There exists a constant C= 
C(D, q) > 0 such that for any x, y, u ~ D, 
( 1 1 )  
1- -~G(x 'u )  V (u 'Y )<<'CG(x ,  y) Ix _ ula_= + ly _ UId_ 2 . (27) 
Proof Set 
1 
Q(x, y, u ) - - -  G(x, u) V(u, y). 
C(x, y) 
Case 1. I x -  yl <~ max(a(x)/2, 6(y)/2) and Ix -  ul > Ix -  y[/2. 
Applying Theorem 1 to G(x, y) and Theorem 3(i) to G(x, u) and V(u, y), 
we have 
Q(x, y, u) ~ C 
ix_  yl d 2 
i x_u l  a -  2 lu_  yl a -  2 
1 
~< C2 d-2 
ly_ul  d-2- 
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Case 2. Ix -  Yl ~ max(a(x)/2, 6(y)/2) and Ix -  ul < Ix -  yl/2. 
In this case, 
Ix-yl ~lx-ul + lu- yl ~ lx -  yl/2 + lu-  yl. 
Hence 
l u -y l> lx -y l /2 .  
Similarly, we have 
Q(x, y, u) <~ C 
Ix -y l  a-2 1 
d S ~c2d-2  
ix_ul~-21u_yl - ix_ul~-=" 
Case 3. I x -  Yl > max(6(x)/2, 6(y)/2) and I x -  ul > Ix -  yl/2. 
Applying Theorem l to G(x,y), Theorem3(iii) to G(x,u) 
Theorem 3(iv) to V(u, y), we have 
Ix--y] d 
Q(x, y, u) <~ C 
6(x) a(y) 
1 
<~ C2 a ly-u[  d-2" 
6(x) 6(u) 6(y) 
I x -u l  ~ 6(u) l y -u l  ~ 2 
Case 4. Ix -  yl >max(6(x)/2, 6(y)/2) and Ix-ul  < ]x-  yl/2. 
In this case, we have 
l y -u l  >1 Ix -  yl/2. 
Applying Theorem l to G(x,y), Theorem3(iv) to G(x,u) 
Theorem 3(iii) to V(u, y), we have 
I x -  yl a 6(x) 6(y) 6(u) 
Q(x, y, u) <<. C 
fi(x) 6(y)6(u) Ix-ul  a-2 ly-u] a 
1 
~CU ix_uld 2 | 
and 
and 
The following lemma, which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 
and condition (1), plays an essential role in this paper. 
LEMMA 4. G(x, ") q(" ) V(', y)/G(x, y) is absolutely integrable uniformly 
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with respect o all x, y E D. This means that for any E > O, there exists some 
6 > 0 such that for any Borel set A ~ D, m(A) < 6, 
( G(x, u)Iq(u)l V(u, Y)du~e. (28) x,_v~Dsup jA G(x, y) 
THEOREM 5. For all x, y ~ D, 
V(x, y) = G(x, y) + fD G(x, u) q(u) V(u, y) du, (29) 
V(x, y) = G(x, y) + fD V(x, u) q(u) G(u, y) du. (30) 
Proof For any ~o ~ LI(D), set 
v~o(x) = f V(x, y) ~(y) ay, 
aO 
and 
G~o(x) = f~ G(x, y) ~o(y) dy. 
Now for any nonnegative Co e Co(D), set 
J= V~o-G~o-G[q. (V~o)]. 
By Theorem 2, V~o, G 9 ~ Co(D). By Lemma 4, Eq. (28), there exists a con- 
stant C > 0 such that 
foG(X,U) Iq(u)l(V~o)(u)du<~ CG~o(x), x~D. 
This shows that G[q-(V~o)], then J, belongs to Co(D). 
By Theorem 2, we have 
d -~ (v~)= -q.  (V~)-  ~, 
~ (~o1 = -~,  
Since q. (V~o) ~ LI(D), 
A 
~ G[q. (V~o)] = -q" (Vq~), 
a.s., 
a.s. 
a.s. 
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It follows that 
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A 
- - J=  I - -q - (Vcp) -  ¢p] - ( -  q~)- [ - -q" (Vcp)] =0, 
2 
a.s, 
Then by Weyl's lemma and JE Co(D), J is a harmonic function with zero 
boundary condition. So J must be identical to zero. This gives identity (29)_ 
Identity (30) follows from (29) and symmetric property• I 
5. CONDITIONED BROWNIAN MOTION BETWEEN Two 
INTERIOR POINTS, CONDITIONED FEYNMAN-KAC GAUGE 
AND COMPARISON THEOREM BETWEEN TWO GREEN FUNCTIONS 
For any y E D, we define the function 
1 
" ) -  C(x, y) pO(t, pv(t,x, - -  x,u) G(u,y), t>0,  x, ueD. 
Since G(-, y) is a superharmonic function on D, p~ is a transition density 
on D. Thus it determines a Markov process x, in D. We call it y-con- 
x x ditioned Brownian motion and use Pe and E v to denote its probability and 
expectation, respectively. Let T denote its life time. 
THEOREM 6. 
Proof 
For all x, y e D, x ¢ y, 
1 
f V(x, u) q(u) G(u, y) au. E;Cq(T) = 1 -~- a(.x, y-~-) 
JD 
Eyeq(T) = E~ exp q(x~) ds 
;; ] = 1 + E 7 q(x,) exp q(xs) ds dt. 
Let ~o denote one function of Iql, q+, q - Set 
Jn(') = min[~o(. ) G(-, y), n], n~>l. 
(31) 
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By Fubini theorem, we have 
E~ (p(xt) eq(t) dt = E~[eq(t) qg(xt) , t < T] dt 
= fo o 1 EX[eq(t) q~(xt) G(x,, y), t < rD] dt G(x, y) 
1 f0° = n~oolim G(x, y) EX[eq(t) J~(x,), t < ZD] dt 
 fo°fo = .limo~ G(x, y) f(t,  x, u) J.(u) du dt 
1 fD[fO 'z' ] = lirn G(x, y) f(t,  x, u) dt J,(u) du 
_ 1 fD V(x,u) q~(u)G(u, y) du< +oo. 
G(x, y) 
This gives equality (31). | 
THEOREM 7. For all x, y ~ D, x ~ y, 
l:(x, y) 
EXyeq(T) = G(x, y)" (32) 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of (30) and (31). | 
COROLLARY 1. Conditioned gauge E~eq(T) is symmetric for x, y ~ D. 
THEOREM 8. There exists a constant C = C(D, q) > 0 such that 
1 
-~ G(x, y) <~ V(x, y) <. CG(x, y) for all x, y ~ D. 
Proof By 
inequalities: 
Theorem 7, this assertion is equivalent 
sup Eyeq(T) < +cx3, 
x,y~O 
inf E~eq(T)>O. x,y~D 
o the following 
(33) 
(34) 
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Inequality (33) follows from identity (31) and Lemma 4_ For any x, y~D, 
;o ° Ey Iq(xs)l ds <~ Ey[Iq(xs)l, s< Z] ds 
fo = G(x, y-----~ EX[lq(xs)l G(xs' y)' s < ZD] ds 
1 
- G(x, y) fo a(x, u) Iq(u)l a(u, y) du. (35) 
In Theorem 4, if we replace V by G, the corresponding inequality still 
holds. Hence (1/G(x, y)) G(x, u) q(u) G(u, y) is also absolutely integrable 
uniformly with respect o all x, y eD. Then (35) gives 
M= sup EX[V]q(xs)l ds< +oo. 
x ,y~D Y ~0 
Now by Jensen's inequality, for all x, y E D, 
E;eq(T)>>.expEy q(x,)ds>~e M. 
This gives (34). | 
6. NORMAL DERIVATIVES OF GREEN FUNCTION FOR 
SCHRODINGER OPERATOR AND CONTINUOUS EXTENSION 
OF CONDITIONED FEYNMAN-KAC GAUGE 
In [12], for any z~D,  we defined z-conditioned Brownian motion 
determined by the following transition density: 
1 
p°~(t,x,Y)-K(x,z-----~)pD(t,x,y)K(y,z), t>0,  x,y~D, 
where K(x, z) is the Poisson kernel of D for A/2. It is known, by Green for- 
mula, that 
aG K(x, (x, z). 
We also use P~ and Ez ~ to denote the probability and expectation, respec- 
tively, for z-conditioned Brownian motion. 
We have defined in Section 5 the conditioned gauge E'~eq(T) on the set 
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A = ((x, y)eD ×D, x# y). Now we prove that it can be continuously 
extended to D × D. 
THEOREM 9. Eyeq(T) (x, yED, x ~ y) can be continuously extended to 
D × D with the following limit functions: 
(i) lim . . . .  D,y--z~aD E~eq(T) = EWeq(ZD) = (3V/Onz)(w, z)/ 
(dG/Onz)(w, z); 
(ii) limx__,z~OD,y~z2ceO,zl~2 Eveq(T ) = (~2V/~nz~ nz2)(Zl, z2) /
(~32G/~3nzl ¢3nz2)(Zl, z2); 
(iii) lira . . . .  ~,y~w¢~ E~eq(T) = 1. 
Proof The fact that E~eq(T) can be continuously extended is 
equivalent to the uniform continuity of Eyeq(T) on A, which turns out to 
be equivalent to the following fact: For any sequence {(x~, y,): x,,  y,  e D, 
x ,~y ,}  convergenting to a point (w,z)~D×D\A, the limit 
l im,~ ~ E~"eq(T) exists_ 
In the following, we omit the subscript n and let (x, y) ~ (w, z). 
Case i. w6D, z~D.  
For all u e D, u ¢ w, by Lemma 2, 
1 6(u, y)/6(y) 
- -  V(x, u) q(u) G(u, y )= V(x, u) q(u) 
G(x, y) G(x, y)/6(y) 
V(w, u) q(u) K(u, z)/K(w, z). 
Hence (1/G(x, y)) V(x, u) q(u) G(u, y) is convergent for almost u ~ D. Then 
by Theorem 6 and Lemma 4, we have 
lira w Eyeq(T)= 1 + K'~,z) V(w, u) q(u) K(u, z) du. 
y~z  
(36) 
Noticing that {(1/K(w, z)) V(w, u) q(u) K(u, z): wED, z~3D} is also 
absolutely integrable uniformly with respect o all w ~ D, z ~ OD (since this 
property keeps when we take the limit in the parameter set) we can prove, 
by using of the same arguments as in Theorem 6, that 
1 
EWeq('CD) = 1 + K-~-~, zQ fD V(w, u) q(u) K(u, z) du. (37) 
The first equality in (i) follows from (36) and (37). 
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By the equality 
E 
. . . .  V(x, y)/6(y) 
yeqti) = ~,  y)/b(y) 
and Lemma 2, we obtain lim . . . . .  D,y~z~aD V(x, y)/6(y) exists (= (OVfi?n~) 
(w, z)) and the second equality in (i) holds. 
Case ii. w, ze?D, w¢z.  
For all u e D, by Lemmas 1 and 2, 
- -  V(x, u) q(u) G(u, y)  = G(x, y) G(x, y)/6(x) 6(y) 
IV(x, u)/6(x) ] q(u) [ G(u, y )/6(y) ] 
c3V (w, u) q(u) OG / 02G 
Thus by Theorem 6 and Lemma 4, we have that lim . . . .  y_, ~ E~,eq(T) exists. 
Also by the equality 
Eveq(T ) V(x,__y) / G(x,_ y) 
• b(x) 6(y) /b(x)  b(y) 
and Lemma 1, we have that 
lira V(x, y) 
. . . . .  aD b(x) 6(y) 
y~z~3D 
wv~ z 
exists and turns out to be (32V/Onw 0n~)(w, z). This gives (ii). 
Case iii. x~w,y~w,  w~/9. 
For all u ~ D, u ~ w, by Theorem 1, if I x -  y[ ~< max(6(x)/2, 6(y)/2), 
Y) 2 1 Ix -Y la -  V(x, u)[q(u)[ G(u, y)--*O, V(x, u) q(u) G(u, <<_ C 
and if I x -y [  >max(6(x)/2, 6(y)/2), by Theorems 1 and 3, 
1 y) [x-  yld a(x) 6(a) O(u) O(y) 
V(x, u) q(u) G(u, ~ C 6-~-~-(y ) ~- - -~ [q(u)l lu_ yla 
a(u) 2 Iq(u)l x 
= C Ix-ulal---~L---ul a I - Yl '~  O. 
Then the equality in (iii) follows from Theorem 6 and Lemma 4. | 
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COROLLARY 2. The inner normal derivative 
OV 
On---~(x,z), xeD,  zsOD 
exists and equals [ E~z e q( Z D ) ] K( x, z ), the continuous Poisson integral kernel 
of Dirichlet problem for Schrfdinger operator. 
COROLLARY 3. 
0 < inf EXeq(Zo) < sup E~eq(ZD) < oo. 
x~D x~D 
z~D zEOD 
Remark. The inequality on the right hand is the main result in [12] by 
the author, which implies the strong Harnack's inequality for the solution 
of Schr6dinger equation (see [1] and [12]). In the case that D is a ball, 
the boundedness and continuity of the conditioned gauge were also given 
by J. Brossard in [2]. 
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